Abstract-Service discovery is one of the key problems that has been widely researched in the area of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) based systems. Service category learning is a technique for efficiently facilitating service discovery. Most approaches for service category learning are based on suitable similarity distance measures using thresholds. Threshold selection is essentially difficult and often leads to unsatisfactory accuracy. In this paper, we have proposed a self-organizing based clustering algorithm called Semantic Taxonomical Clustering (STC) for taxonomically organizing services with self-organizing information and knowledge. We have tested the STC algorithm on both randomly generated data and the standard OWL-S TC dataset. We have observed promising results both in terms of classification accuracy and runtime performance compared to existing approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
NE of the major operations in Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) based systems is service discovery. In order to facilitate dynamic on-demand access to services, we need an efficient way of discovering the required services out of a large pool of functionally different services. The service discovery process can become very efficient when service registries are categorically organized into well-defined access structures such as Universal Description Discovery & Integration (UDDI) [1] and Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) based registries such as CHORD [2] . A conventional way of grouping services into categories is to apply machine learning techniques for learning service categories.
The general problem statement is as follows: Given a set of service descriptions that contain functional and QoS features, we need to model a learner (system) that can predict the labeled Manuscript received December 3, 2011 . This work was supported in part by the U.S. National Science Foundation under Grant IIS #0742666.
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or unlabeled category (mostly functional) of the services by observing their corresponding descriptions with a minimum prediction error.
A functionally similar category (i.e. clusters) can then be indexed into centralized registries or into DHTs depending upon the application, domain, and underlying network issues. A consumer query is then mapped over a cluster space and the service having the best match is selected. The evaluation of the best match is usually based upon a pre-defined ranking function and this process is called Service Selection. However, service category learning based on such statistical techniques suffers from some major disadvantages (as will be discussed in Section 3). One of these is the problem of optimal threshold selection that is innate for all pair-wise comparison of service descriptions during the learning process. Another important drawback is the inaccuracy caused due to lack of utilization of the semantic definitions of the terms that constitute the service descriptions.
In this paper, we propose a novel service category learning algorithm called Semantic Taxonomical Clustering (STC) that utilizes semantic descriptions of services. However, the STC approach does not apply statistical learning techniques (as is the case in most service category learning algorithms). The assumption behind this approach is that service descriptions have to be semantically defined using a set of domain ontologies. Within this framework service descriptions can be organized into a set of taxonomies where services with generic functionality are clustered at lower depths of the taxonomies while more specific services are clustered at higher depths. STC does not involve any distance measure over Euclidean space and hence, does not require selection of a threshold for clustering. Rather the clustering is self-organizing and the topology of the cluster space remains the same for a fixed set of service descriptions irrespective of the order in which the pair-wise comparisons are made.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we start with a discussion on some significant statistical service category learning approaches. Since all these approaches are based on the notion of a distance measure for similarity between services, Section 3 shows some of the limitations of distance measure based approaches in general. In Section 4, the STC algorithm together with its conceptual foundations and properties is proposed and analyzed. Section 5 presents a comparative empirical result that shows: (a) the runtime efficiency of the proposed algorithm as compared to a nearest neighbor based clustering algorithm over a set of randomly STC: Semantic Taxonomical Clustering for Service Category Learning Sourish Dasgupta, Satish Bhat, and Yugyung Lee O generated dataset and (b) the accuracy of STC when compared against an expert evaluated categorization of the standard OWLS-TC dataset. Section 6 discusses the limitation of the STC algorithm and suggestions for future research and Section 7 concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
There have been several research works on service category learning so far. Service categorization is usually motivated by the thematic properties that have been proposed in standards such as UNSPCS (United Nations Standard Products and Service Codes) [3] , NAICS (North American Industry Classification System) [4] . Thematic properties may include the service functional properties (input, output, pre-condition, and result), the QoS properties (availability, reliability, etc.), and domain information (i.e. area of application) that can be extracted out of service descriptions. A distance measure (either keyword-based [5 -8] or ontology-based [9 -13] ) is modeled and used to compute the pair-wise similarity between two service descriptions. In key word based distance measures, the similarity of two services is computed based on the TF/IDF technique derived from IR research [5 -8] . TF/IDF is done to ascribe weight to the documents (service descriptions) with respect to a particular term (attribute keyword). The weighted attributes (functional attributes are input, output, pre-condition, post-condition) of the services are represented as a feature vector and then the similarity between the attributes are computed based on conventional vector cosine similarity measure. IR based similarity computation can be very useful where we do not have formalized semantics for the service descriptions. As an alternative approach, in an ontology based semantic distance measure [9 -13] , ontological concepts having semantic definitions are used instead of syntactic tokens. The semantic distance measure over these concepts can be classified into three categories: (i) taxonomic distance based [14 -15] , (ii) information content (IC) based [16 -17] , and (iii) concept property based [18 -20] .
In most research works (as has been referred below) relating to service categorization the learning problem is limited to functional properties only. Service category learning is primarily done for service discovery that is primarily matching consumer requested service functionality with available services. In general, we can classify all such learning techniques into two basic learning frameworks: (i) supervised learning and (ii) unsupervised learning. In the supervised learning mode, it is essential to have a sufficiently "sound" training data of service descriptions that guarantees minimum over-fitting and under-fitting. Also, we need to have a clear understanding of the categories into which new service descriptions can be fitted. As mentioned before, research works have involved classical Machine Learning (ML) techniques such as SVMs (Support Vector Machine) [21 -22] and NBC (Naïve Bayesian Classifier) [23 -24] . Some works have also used more recent Information Retrieval models such as LSI (Latent Semantic Index) [25] and PLSI (Probabilistic LSI) [26 -27] .
The unsupervised learning mode is another alternative method of service category learning. In this mode we do not need to have pre-understanding of the service categories into which services have to be fitted. The training dataset is used to generate a learning model that is basically a set of clusters of service descriptions such that it maximizes the global inter-cluster distance (i.e., service functional dissimilarity) while minimizes the global intra-cluster distance. In other words, services are grouped into functionally similar clusters in such a way that new observations do not disturb the cluster space topology by re-modeling the learner (creating new clusters or modifying old clusters). One of the most common techniques in this direction of service category learning is using K-means based algorithms [28 -29] . These algorithms are partitional in nature in the sense that they partition the training set into disjoint partitions (i.e. clusters) where the number of partitions is pre-estimated. Subsequent new service descriptions are then fitted into these partitions with minimum errors. Another technique of unsupervised learning is to use hierarchical clustering algorithms such as agglomerative based clustering [5, 9, 29] . In these approaches service descriptions are pair-wise compared to form a type of minimum spanning tree over the cluster space (instead of disjoint partitions). The tree structure enforces a partial ordering over the cluster space by representing nodes at lower depths to be a more generic set of similar services while nodes at higher depths are more specific sets of similar services. The partial order is essentially the intra-set distance that is lower in bottom level nodes while higher in top level nodes. In this approach, there is no requirement to pre-estimate the total number of nodes (i.e. sets/clusters) as they are self-induced by the algorithms.
III. SHORTCOMINGS OF DISTANCE-BASED LEARNING
In general, most service category learning techniques (supervised and unsupervised) discussed so far are distance measure (i.e. similarity measure) based. In this section we discuss some of the major limitations of distance-based learning: Problem of Threshold Selection [5, 24] : Threshold selection is necessary for learning algorithms that require some sort of selection condition for two services to be considered similar. Barring a few techniques (such as k-means and k-nearest neighbor based algorithms), most service category learning algorithms require an optimal threshold selection. If the threshold is too tight then it might affect the recall while if the threshold is too loose then it might affect the precision. In most cases the choice of threshold is empirically done. This consumes the overall learning time period and requires a lot of manual intervention.
Problem of Sample Selection Order for Online Learning:
In an online learning mode, we do not have a fixed service set to begin with. In such a framework the order in which services are observed and categorized, may have negative side effect on the overall clustering performance (e.g., KNN [24] ). We call this a problem of sample selection order. To explain this problem, we take an example domain (Fig. 1) . Let us consider three services s 1 , s 2 , and s 3 that need to be clustered according to their output feature O. It is given that s 1 .o = {car, location}, s 2 .o = {vehicle, city, address}, s 3 .o = {SUV, street_address}. The domain set for this example is {vehicle, location, address}. Semantically, s 1 and s 2 are sibling services generating similar output under a common output abstraction {vehicle, location} while s 3 is sibling to this abstraction under a common abstraction {vehicle}. In other words, all the three services should belong to one categorical cluster. Suppose that the temporal online order in which each of the three services are observed into the system (i.e., the timeline over which they are first published) is . The proof of the converged cluster space depending on the service selection order is given in the Appendix. [5, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] 40] : In most distance measure based learning approaches, the basic assumption underlying the learning problem is that clusters are disjoint. In other words, if a particular service belongs to one cluster then it cannot belong to another cluster within the same cluster space. However, this assumption is not applicable for services since a service can actually be categorized in more than one way. For an example, a car rental service having Output = {car_profile, pick-up location} can also be used as a car lookup service. Problems of Integrated Similarity Measure [18] [19] [20] ii) Loss of Subsumption Match Information: As the integrated approach provides an overall similarity score based on some similarity distance metric, it is impossible to discern from this score whether the match is a plug-in, subsume, or vector space neighborhood match [6] . Thus, it may be possible that a high similarity score between two services may actually be the result of semantic relatedness between the corresponding feature concepts (such as vehicle and car pickup location) instead of semantic subsumptive similarity (such as vehicle and car). The lack of subsumptive information results in loss of semantic granularity over a hierarchical cluster space. In other words, in the integrated approach we do not have the notion of a lower level cluster as a semantic subclass of the higher level cluster from which it is identified. The lack of semantic taxonomic organization substantially increases query matching computation because: (i) it is difficult to identify the optimal hierarchical level of the cluster space where the average precision and F-score can be maximized, and (ii) for a complete query match, we require an exhaustive search within each cluster since a match with the mean of a cluster (considering it to be the identity of the cluster) does not ensure that the entire cluster can be considered as a solution to the query. iii) Effect of the Assumption of Task-based Query: Integrated approaches assume user queries are formalized as desired tasks. Due to this reason, it is quite obvious to assume a one-to-one mapping (i.e. injection) between an atomic task and a matching service. As per injection mapping, when a query match is given both Input and desired Output components of an atomic task, it should be satisfied by the same service. This ignores a plausible scenario where a set of "end" services is responsible for generating the desired Output of an atomic task while another set of "source" services can take in the given Input of the same query such that the source services and the end services can be composed directly or indirectly (using intermediary services). Thus, integrated clustering of services may lead to a poor recall with respect to query matching if we do not distinguish between source services, intermediate services, and end services.
Problem of Disjoint Category Assumption

IV. SEMANTIC TAXONOMICAL CLUSTERING (STC)
In this section, we formalize the problem of service clustering and propose Semantic Taxonomical Clustering -an alternative novel algorithm for service category learning.
A. Problem Statement
In this section we formalize the problem of service clustering in the following manner: Given a dynamic set of services 
STREET ADDRESS
In the above formalism there are several observations that are noteworthy:
All input and output parameters belong to an ontology . In other words they are semantically defined within an ontology. Such definition can be either dynamic (generated on-the-fly) or borrowed from existing ontologies.
For all input parameters there cannot exist any output parameter that is semantically equivalent (distinct from data type equivalency). In other words, the semantic definition of parameter types has to be unique. This restriction is imposed because for services, if an output is semantically equivalent to the input, then behaviorally, the service always remains in the same functional state and can be ignored.
Feature Similarity (denoted as ) is a stratified way of matchmaking services where services are pair-wise matched according to a single functional feature (either Input (I) or Output (O)). Details are given in Section IV. C. The set of services is dynamic which means that new services in the given domains can be added into the set non-deterministically and existing services can be deleted non-deterministically
B. Service Matchmaking
The fundamental operation required for service category learning in general is pair-wise matchmaking of service descriptions. Matchmaking is a similarity computation operation (in the context of the proposed algorithm it is called feature similarity and will be defined in Section IV.C) over a pair of service/query descriptions that maps a defined similarity measure function into a Real or Boolean space of a similarity score. Such matchmaking is required for clustering service registries into groups of similar services to prune the search query space.
Service matchmaking results in significant accuracy enhancement if the service/query descriptions are semantic. Semantic services are described using OWL-S [31] . The underlying mathematical foundation of most of these languages is Description Logics (DL) [32] . In such a framework service/query descriptions can be modeled as a bag of DL concepts that are already defined within a set of domain ontologies. The semantic service matchmaking problem then essentially becomes subsumption testing of concepts that have DL based definitions and are used for semantically describing services [11, 33] . Semantic service matchmaking can be of four types: (i) exact match, (ii) plug-in match, (iii) subsume match, and (iv) sibling match. In most research works as in [6 -7, 10, 33 -36] the first three types have been included into the service matchmaking algorithms while the fourth type has generally been neglected. Before proposing the match making algorithm (called g-subsumption) in this paper we first need to lay down a general background of semantic matchmaking and its four cases as follows: i) Exact Match (EM): The Exact Match is a case of semantic matchmaking between two semantic descriptions where: For every DL concept within one description, there exists a corresponding equivalent DL concept within the other description. The two descriptions (i.e. definition statements) are logically equivalent.An EM example is given in the Appendix. ii) Plug-in Match (PM): Plug-in Match is a case of semantic matchmaking between two semantic descriptions where: There exists at least one DL concept within one of the descriptions that definitionally satisfies (i.e. subsumed by) at least one DL concept within the other description. The former description definitionally satisfies (i.e. subsumed by) the latter. An PM example is given in the Appendix. iii) Subsume Match (SM): The Subsume Match is just the inverse match of the Plug-in match. Hence, in the previous example s 1 has a subsume match with s 3 . iv) Sibling Match (SBM): The Sibling Match is a case of semantic matchmaking between two semantic descriptions where: 1) There exists at least one DL concept within one of the descriptions that by definition satisfies (i.e. subsumed by) or has the least common subsuming concept with at least one DL concept within the other description 2) There exists at least one DL concept within the latter description that definitionally satisfies (i.e. subsumed by) or there has least common subsuming concept with at least one DL concept within the former description Both the descriptions have a least common subsuming parent description. An SBM example is given in the Appendix.
C. G-Subsumption Matchmaking
Most semantic matchmaking algorithms in literature have employed DL-reasoners (such as PELLET [37] , FACT++ [38] , etc.) for subsumption computation [10, 33 -34] . However, DL-based subsumption reasoning can be intractable even for relatively simplistic languages within the DL family [32] .
In this section, we propose a novel matchmaking algorithm, called g-subsumption, for computing the four cases of service matchmaking (in Section 4.C). This is an alternative non DL-reasoner based linear time algorithm that is based upon a new bit encoding technique, called BaseOnto-encoding. The BaseOnto-encoding dynamically assigns bit codes to service descriptions based on their DL based semantic definitions as explained in Section 4.C. In g-subsumption, a given DL based service description is partitioned into its corresponding features so as to form several conjunctive sub-descriptions (a process called feature stratification). In general, these features would be the four functional features
, and (iv) Result (R). Each of these 4 functional features is explained below: Input (I): Input of a service is a sub-description that includes DL concepts that are used to define the types of input parameters of the service. For an example, for the car rental service s 1 the input sub-description is:
Output (O):
Output of a service is a sub-description that includes DL concepts that are used to define the types of output parameters of the service. For an example, for the car rental service s 1 the output sub-description is:
Pre-condition (P): Pre-condition of a service is a sub-description that defines the environment state set required to be satisfied before the service can be invoked. In our context, we include only the first two features (i.e. I and O) while an in-depth study over the other two features is left for future work. After the given service description is feature-stratified each of the two sub-descriptions (i.e. I and O) so formed is furthered pre-processed into a data structure called g-array where g = (I, O). The g-array groups all the object concepts within the DL sub-expressions as a set. Hence, the example car rental service s 1 Hence, any given DL-based service description is reduced to a feature-stratified set of two g-codes: {P, Q}.
We now define our proposed similarity measure mentioned earlier called feature similarity (FS) as follows: Definition 1: Feature Similarity (FS) is a measure that is defined over the function (called g-relation) that maps a pair of g-codes of two services into a 5-ary service match space (denoted g-M) = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} where 4 represents an exact match (EM), 3 represents a plug-in match (PM), 2 represents a subsume match (SM), 1 represents a sibling match (SBM), and 0 represents no match.
The g-code sub-space = {1, 2, 3, 4} is called the space of feature similar g-arrays (or g-M FS ). If two given g-codes (say, P 1 and P 2 corresponding to the I-code of two services s 1 and s 2 ) can be mapped into I-M FS then s 1 is said to I-feature similar to s 2 (denoted as ). It is to be understood that g-relation is undefined over the four algebraic operations: {+, -, *, /}. However, generates an order in terms of strength of similarity where the order is defined over the sub-space g-M FS such as 4 > 3 > 2 > 1 > 0. The g-relation function is implemented by the g-subsumption matchmaking algorithm as shown below. . In order to encode the domain space we first include the universal concept and an empty concept within a given domain space to transform the domain space into a lattice structure where the order relation is the subsumption relation . The lattice so formed can be seen as a directed acyclic graph, called domain ontology (denoted as T ∆ ), with a single root concept and a single leaf concept . The root concept is called the universal parent (since it subsumes any DL concept) while the leaf concept is called the universal child (since it can be subsumed by any DL concept). We define a parent and a child concept as follows: Definition 2: A parent concept c i is a concept within the base ontology (i.e. initially given ontology) such that there exists at least one concept c j within the same base ontology such that . c i is said to be the parent of c j . Definition 3: A child concept c i is a concept within the base ontology such that there exists at least one concept c j within the same base ontology such that . c i is said to be the child of c j .
The BaseOnto-encoding algorithm is a simple topological spanning over the corresponding graph to define a base ontology T BS starting with assigning code [0 * ] to the universal parent and finishing with assigning the code [1 * ] to the universal child . The superscript [ * ] means that the 0/1 is repeated over an n bit string length where n refers to the current number of concepts within the domain space. During the topological spanning a new 1 bit, called the most significant bit, is assigned to a concept that signifies its unique identity. The assignment is done at the code string position that corresponds to the order of the topological span. For an example, in Fig. 2 , the order of the visit to the concept Car is 5. Hence, a 1 bit is assigned to the 5 th position of the code string. While assigning code to a concept at a particular visit all the codes of its parent concepts are ORed together so that all of their respective uniqueness can be inherited. This ORed code is then concatenated together with the newly assigned 1 bit. Thus, the concept Car in Fig. 2 A very important property of the encoding algorithm is that it always assigns a unique code to any given concept within the base ontology. The uniqueness is guaranteed by the assignment of the most significant bit during the topological span. Once the base ontology is encoded, we can very efficiently compute whether two given base concepts are mutually subsumptive by using the following theorem: 
E. Taxonomical Clustering Spaces
In the proposed STC algorithm, we define a cluster space as a set of service taxonomies. We first formally define a service taxonomy as follows:
) is a partial-order where s is a service and the order is the g-relation where g = {I, O} s.t. there exists a unique supremum (or least specific predecessor) called the root service.
Service taxonomy (in brief taxonomy) T g has some basic properties as discussed below:
A taxonomy is a cluster of feature similar (FS) services where the feature set g = {I, O}. Feature similarity in a service taxonomy can be of four types: (i) exact, (ii) plug-in, (iii) subsume, and (iv) sibling (as discussed in the previous section). Taxonomy is a stratified cluster of feature similar services. This is because the g-subsumption relation is either with Feature similarity with respect to a taxonomy is non-distance based. In other words, the similarity condition is not based on any measure but rather on the type of semantic subsumption match (exact/plug-in/subsume/sibling). We now define a taxonomical cluster space as follows: Definition 5: A g-type taxonomical cluster space (denoted as CS-T g ) w.r.t to a particular functional feature g is a dynamic set of g-type taxonomic clusters.
g-type Taxonomical cluster space (in brief, g-cluster space; Fig. 3 ) has several properties that make it unique from cluster spaces generated in conventional learning algorithms. They are discussed below:
A taxonomical cluster space is dynamic (i.e. addition and deletion of member services within taxonomies can be non-deterministic). Hence, as we will see in the proposed STC algorithm, the cluster space supports online learning. There are two types of cluster spaces possible: (i) O-cluster space (where the feature similarity is over the Output feature) and (ii) I-cluster space (where the feature similarity is over the Input feature). The member taxonomies within the cluster space are not necessarily disjoint from each other. This is because a particular service can have a g-subsumption plug-in match with more than one service, each of which is a member of separate taxonomies. For an example, a car rental service having Output = {car info, rental confirmation} may have plug-in matches with both a vehicle rental service having Output = {vehicle confirmation} and a vehicle lookup service having Output = {vehicle info} with the O-cluster space. In this example the vehicle rental service and the vehicle lookup service belong to two different taxonomies (i.e. taxonomies having two distinct root services). The converged topology of the cluster space is independent of the order of sample selection. In other words, the temporal order in which services are published into the system does not affect the final cluster space topology (i.e. the number of taxonomies and the partial ordering within each of the taxonomies). This will be evident once we introduce the taxonomical clustering algorithm in the next section.
We now define an MSP and an LSC of a particular selected service s below. These two structures form the basis of the STC algorithm that will be described in the next section. Definition 6: MSP (or Most Specific Parents) of a given service s is a set of services such that: . Definition 7: LSC (Least Specific Children) of a given service s is a set of services such that: .
F. STC Clustering Algorithms
The basic outline of the proposed STC learning algorithm involves "semantically inserting" a randomly selected service from a dynamic service set into one or more g-taxonomies within the corresponding g-cluster space. The insertion of random service is done by searching for the most specific parents (MSP) and the least specific children (LSC) of the service (Fig. 4) . The algorithm utilizes an important property of a g-taxonomy to improve the clustering efficiency. The property has been given in the form of a theorem below: Theorem 2: If for a selected service s there exists a non-empty MSP and if there exists a non-empty LSC of s then . Proof: As the selected service and as the MSP exists hence, . The implication of the above theorem is that for semantically inserting a selected service into a taxonomy we need to identify the MSP of the service. Once that is done then we can restrict the search for LSC of the selected service to the LSC of each member service within the MSP. This significantly reduces the search space for finding the correct taxonomic position of the selected service. If the MSP of the selected service is empty and the selected service does not have a sibling match with any of the existing root services then the selected service becomes a root service. In that case, the LSC of the selected service has to be identified from the entire existing cluster space. Otherwise, if the selected service has a sibling match then a new abstract service is created that subsumes the sibling services. This operation is very significant in the process of service discovery. Another implication of the above theorem is that the member services in the MSP may not belong to the same taxonomy. In other words, there may exist more than one root services s r such that Hence, the selected service may belong to multiple taxonomies (Fig. 4) .
The STC algorithm returns an instantiated cluster space (CS) when given the dynamic service set S. This main algorithm requires two functions: (a) findMSP for computing the MSP of a particular service, and (b) findLSC for computing the LSC of a particular service. For pair-wise service matching, the g-subsumption algorithm is used. It returns 0 if there is no match, 1 if the argument services are sibling match under a common abstract parent service, 2 if the first argument service subsumes the second argument service (subsume match), 3 if the first argument service is subsumed by the second argument service (plug-in match) and 4 if the first argument service is semantically equivalent to the second argument service (exact match). We now provide the mathematical proofs for the soundness and completeness of STC as follows: Theorem 3: STC Soundness. Given a newly observed service s STC clusters s into a sub cluster space N so that all the services in N have a relationship (g-relation) with s. Proof: For any arbitrary sample space S if an arbitrary sample s is selected then it has to either match with one or more of the existing taxonomies (say T E ) or none. All possible answers in the algorithm can be represented in the form:
are services in the sub cluster space N ( ) having g-relation ( ) with s. To prove the soundness we need to prove that . For the initial case when !⊃g ∧∄ ∈ ∋ !⊃g is trivially true. 
A. Experimental Setup
We tested the runtime performance of the proposed STC algorithm on a system having a CPU cycle of 1.4 GHz and a RAM of 2 GB. The performances were measured based on: (a) randomly generated synthetic services of size 1500 and (b) OWL-S TC v.2 test set of 871 web services collected from different web service registries.
For generating the random sample space we designed a simulation platform where sample spaces of different sizes (50 to 1500 web services) were randomly generated using a domain space that consisted of 10 domain ontologies (with an average number of concepts set to 300). An average parameter size of 5 was set for the simulation. Service parameters where chosen randomly from the 10 domain ontologies such that the Input feature of each service is distinct from the Output feature.
B. Runtime Performance
The clustering performance is evaluated on the basis of: (i) average runtime for clustering under an online learning framework and (ii) effect of stratification in the proposed STC algorithm (as compared to a non-stratified nearest neighbor based online learning algorithm). As the learning framework is online, for both the synthetic dataset as well as the OWL-S TC dataset were drawn from the set in random temporal sequence.
Average Clustering Runtime: When we conducted our experiment with synthetic simulated service sets we found a substantial runtime clustering performance within an average range of 0.003 seconds (for 50 samples) to 0.277 seconds (for 850 samples out of 1500 samples) (Fig. 5) . For OWL-S TC set, the runtime was similar with an average range of 0.011 seconds (for 50 samples) to 0.337 seconds (for 871 samples) (Fig. 5) .
Effect of Stratified Clustering: We wanted to observe the runtime performance improvement of the stratified clustering approach as compared to an integrated distance-based clustering approach. For that, we chose the semantic distance measure proposed by us in [42] . The learning algorithm that was implemented in this work was nearest-neighbor based. For the comparison we used the synthetic dataset of 1500 services. We observed a significant improvement in performance as the number of services increased (Fig. 6 ). This is because of two major reasons: (i) the pair-wise similarity computation for the integrated SGPS measure is significantly higher than that of 
algorithm is significantly lower than the amortized number of pair-wise comparisons needed for the nearest-neighbor based algorithm. For evaluating the accuracy of the proposed STC algorithm we used the standard test dataset OWL-S TC v2.
C. STC Clustering Accuracy
Domain-based Accuracy Measuring: The first objective of our experiment was to understand how close STC fits the given service descriptions as compared to the given categorization of these service descriptions in terms of their corresponding domains. In order to meet the objective, we first defined two important measures: Note that the above definitions give us a way of computing precision and recall of a given learning algorithm that is completely independent of any query (as opposed to the more conventional query based precision/recall computation that we will discuss later in this section). However, the definition is still a subjective evaluation as it requires human judgment for estimating N D (number of truly correct services in domain D).
While evaluating the domain-precision and domain-recall of STC we took the standardized human evaluation included within the OWLS-TC v2 dataset. In the OWLS-TC dataset there are 8 web service domains as shown in Fig. 7 . The innate assumption implied within the expert evaluated classification is that all domains are mutually disjoint. We first observed the accuracy over the O-cluster space of STC. We observe that there are 50 clusters that are generated (Fig. 8) .
However, out of these 50 clusters there are only 15 clusters that are significant in terms of number of services per cluster. In Fig. 9 we make a comparative analysis of the average domain-precision (in light blue) and average domain-recall (in deep blue) of each of these 15 clusters when compared to the domain-wise classified web services in the OWLS-TC dataset. The average domain-precision in this context is computed as:
. Similarly the average domain-recall is also computed as . We observed that the average precision for almost all the significant clusters (except for one) is close to 1 while the average recall is comparatively low in most cases. Upon analysis we understand that the Output-cluster space is strong enough to represent each of the domains in OWLS-TC that supports our argument that the Output parameter is the most significant service feature in understanding service functionality. Hence, STC was able to reduce false positives within the Output-cluster space by restricting inclusion of services to only those that have mutual Output space g-subsumption matches.
A very interesting observation was made with respect to this result: most of the domains were split over the cluster space.
For an example, the domain Economy had been split into 2 clusters, each having average precision 1 while one having the recall significantly higher than the other. This phenomenon occurs because STC did not assume the clusters to be disjoint. Hence, there may be two different functionalities that describe only services within the Economy domain in OWLS-TC. Each functionality represents a separate (although overlapped) Output-cluster space. 
Domain Accuracy of STC O-Cluster Space
When we compare this result to the I-cluster space generated by STC over the same dataset we find that there are 45 clusters (Fig. 10 ) out of which only 14 clusters are significant. On observation of accuracy in terms of domain-precision and domain-recall we saw that the overall precision and recall dropped (Fig. 11) . Another very interesting observation can be made within the I-cluster space: majority of clusters is "mixed bag" in nature in the sense that more than one domain is significantly represented (in terms of precision and recall) by each of these mixed bag clusters. This phenomenon occurs because the Input feature of a service does not adequately represent its functionality. Hence, there can be several services representing different domains that may have semantically similar type of input parameters (i.e. they are mutually g-subsumption matches over the I-cluster space). For an example the 4th cluster in the figure equally represents 4 domains: Medical, Food, Weapon, and Education. The overall domain-recall for both the O-cluster space and the I-cluster space is relatively low because the OWLS-TC expert classification of services into domains are primarily based on service functionality but more on the thematic category of the services. In other words, there may be services that have quite different functionality although they can pertain to the same domain thematically. For an example, car price-lookup service and car rental service generate different output (i.e. functionality) while they belong to the same domain Economy (i.e. services related to price). Query-based Accuracy Measuring: Another alternative approach to evaluate the precision/recall of the STC algorithm is by using a set of queries. This approach resolves the inadequacy of domain based accuracy measures by strictly restricting the accuracy evaluation over the set of services that are retrieved as functionally similar to a given query (i.e. evaluating the process of service discovery itself). All such matching services are called relevant services. Moreover, this approach neatly evaluates the service discovery performance of the STC as a whole. We first define Query-Precision and Query-Recall as two measures for understanding the accuracy of a discovery process and hence, the goodness of a cluster space generated by a given service category learning algorithm. Definition 10: Query-Precision with respect to a given query Q is defined as the ratio of the number of relevant services that are retrieved (say n rel,Q ) when Q is mapped over the cluster space generated by a service category learning algorithm L vs. the total number of retrieved services (N ret,Q ) for Q. Numerically this means: Pr(Q) = n rel,Q / N ret,Q . Definition 11: Query-Recall with respect to a given query Q is defined as the ratio of the number of relevant services that are retrieved (say n rel,Q ) when Q is mapped over the cluster space generated by a service category learning algorithm L vs. the total number of relevant services (N rel,Q ) for Q. Numerically this means: Re(Q) = n rel,Q / N rel,Q .
To evaluate the Query-Precision and Query-Recall of STC we used the query set given in OWLS-TC v2 dataset. The query set contains 29 queries each accompanied by its corresponding expert-evaluated set of relevant services. We first calculated the average 11 point interpolated precision over recall (see definition 14) for each of the 29 queries. This accuracy measure helps us to evaluate the precision as well as the recall in an integrated manner. The underlying idea is to rank the retrieved services in order of relevancy to a given query and then to analyze each of the ranked services one by one by measuring the precision observed and the recall till that rank with respect to the given relevant set of services for that query. The precision measure is formally known as Query-Precision@r. We define it as follows: Definition 12: Query-Precision@r (denoted Pr(Q, r)) Given a query Q and its set R Q of relevant services (N rel,Q ), if a service discovery process over a cluster space generated by a learning algorithm L retrieves an ordered set of services R ret,Q (cardinality, say, N ret,Q ) where the order is in decreasing sequence of relevancy of member services to Q, then the Query-Precision @ r is defined as the ratio of number of services in subset R (Q,r) ) is defined at a certain recall level r = [1, 11] as the highest precision found for any recall level r"≥ r . Definition 14: The Mean Interpolated Query-Precision@r (denoted as I_Pr(r)) at a certain recall level r = [1, 11] is defined as the averaged interpolated Query-Precision @ r over the total number of queries ( ) that have been mapped over the cluster 
space by the discovery algorithm:
We first observed the performance of STC over the O-cluster space with respect to each of the 29 OWLS-TC queries (O-cluster space query accuracy). The underlying service discovery process has been stratified into two phases: (i) Phase 1 where the discovery takes place only over the O-cluster space and (ii) Phase 2 where the discovery takes place over the I-cluster space after the completion of Phase 1. The accuracy evaluation involved in Phase 1 of the service discovery process is called O-cluster space query while that involved in Phase 2 is called I-cluster space query. To evaluate we calculated the average of the Mean Interpolated Query-Precision (average of I_Pr(Q, r) over the 11 points) for each of the queries (Fig. 12) . We observed a significant increase in the overall average interpolated precision after the Phase 2 was done. This was because a considerable number of services that were identified as functionally similar to the desired output part of the queries during Phase 1 were eliminated after Phase 2 since those services could not be called either directly by the set of queries (by providing the required input consumed by those services) or indirectly by some other services that can be called themselves by the queries. This phenomenon supports the fact that service discovery should be carried as a two-phase process supported by the proposed concept of feature stratification.
We then compared the Average Mean Interpolated Query-Precision (this is Mean Interpolated Query-Precision when averaged over all the 29 queries) with that of six other prominent service discovery algorithms (Fig. 13) . Each of them has been outlined in Table I . When we compared the F-score results of STC with 5 of the previous 6 algorithms (Woogle has been excluded due to lack of data) we found that it outperformed all the five algorithms again. We included the results of two supervised learning algorithms -Naive Bayes and SVM (ensemble) within this study. We observed that the F-measure score did not come out well for all the five unsupervised learning algorithms (Fig. 14) . This is because their individual recall was not good enough when compared to their precision. In comparison to all these eight learning (supervised & unsupervised) algorithms we found that STC has a significant edge in terms of Average Mean Interpolated Query-Precision over all of these algorithms.
We also compared the average 11 point interpolated precision @ r (i.e. I_Pr(r) defined previously) versus the average recall @ r of STC-based discovery algorithm with that of 5 different service discovery techniques proposed in the OWL-S MX [33] (Fig. 15) . The objective behind this study was to understand how our proposed g-subsumption matchmaking performed when compared to other matchmaking techniques that have used the same OWL-S TC v2 dataset as we did. The approaches M0-M4 are the different types of query match algorithms compared by OWL-S MX. [40] Hierarchical clustering Common words between two services (global cluster quality). Woogle [5] Hierarchical clustering Concept based distance measure concept match of Input/Output parameter terms. CL (Complete Link) [24] GA (Group Average) [24] Variation of the hierarchical agglomerative hierarchical clustering GA is an improvisation over CL.
CT (Common Term) [24] Similar to K-means clustering Cosine similarity -the centroid selection shared by all the clusters (cf. average of cluster members in k-means). KNN (K-Nearest Neighbor) [9] Online classification Euclidean distance measurecomputes the k nearest existing samples in the cluster space.
M0 is a pure Description Logics [32] based matching algorithm that considers only the semantic definitions of the Input/Output parameter terms. M1 through M4 are hybrid matchmaking techniques that use both semantic definitions of parameters as well as tokens recovered from textual descriptions of services. M1 makes use of loss of information measures (LOI), M2 uses extended Jacquard similarity coefficient [41] , M3 uses the cosine similarity values [42] , and M4 uses the Jensen-Shannon information divergence based similarity values [43] . We found that STC had a significant improvement over all these matchmaking measures even when textual descriptions were not included into the service feature by STC (unlike M1-M4). The reason for STC having much better accuracy performance in comparison to M0 is that although both of them are purely based on subsumption matching of parameters, the clustering technique that uses M0 is based on ad-hoc comparison with the innate assumption that clusters are mutually disjoint. This falsely excludes services that may have a subsumption match with member services in multiple clusters. Also the case of sibling matching (e.g., car rental and bus rental) is not accounted for in M0-M4 matching. This again falsely splits services into separate disjoint clusters. Moreover, M0 being based on the Paolucci order of matching allows false inclusion of services within clusters as strong matches. This is because of higher universal preference of the Plug-in match over the Subsume match that assumes the match strength order is preserved for both the Input and the Output features. In addition, we also validate the STC algorithm in terms of cluster entropy when the service set to be clustered was confined to the relevant sets given for each query within the OWLS-TC v2 dataset and we observed average entropy of 0.19551 over 29 relevant sets (the details in Appendix).
VI. DISCUSSION
There are several reasons for the relatively higher accuracy of STC compared to the eight learning algorithms. STC is not based on statistical learning (unlike the others) and hence, the generalization error is not dependent on the learning parameter estimation technique but rather dependent on the semantic descriptions of the services. With classifiers such as Naïve Bayes and SVM, we need to enumerate a priori the categories in the training set that can generalize over the domain of services. In an open SOA based system the number of classes that needs to be predefined is very hard to estimate. Hence, a suitable training set is very difficult to create and that leads to unsatisfactory accuracy. On the other hand STC does not need any prior estimation of the category numbers. Furthermore SVM is still not suitable for multi-category classification.
Partitional clustering techniques such as CT have the intrinsic problem of choice of k cluster value as well as the optimal initial selection of k centroids. This induces sub-optimal accuracy. STC being non-partitional such problems are not applicable to it. One of the most intrinsic problems with hierarchical clustering techniques such as WIC, Woogle, CL and GA is that the estimation of the optimal level that maximizes inter-cluster distance and minimizes intra-cluster distance simultaneously is computationally expensive. KNN can be a good choice for online learning. However since it does not revise the category of existing services as new services are seen therefore the overall accuracy can be adversely affected. All the eight compared algorithms assume that the underlying service categories are disjoint. As mentioned earlier in section III, the assumption has adversely affected the individual algorithm's accuracy. In comparison STC is capable of grouping services that may belong to multiple categories.
The proposed STC algorithm has certain limitations that need to be explicated in order to completely understand its scope. First and foremost, STC works only for services that have semantic descriptions (such as OWL-S). Hence, the accuracy of the algorithm will highly depend on the correctness and completeness of the semantic service descriptions as given in the OWL-S TC test set. As OWL-S TC is not without the problems of lack of semantic richness and completeness in terms of expressivity hence, integration of efficient IR matchmaking techniques and statistical techniques for semantic definition verification into STC is currently a work-in-progress.
Secondly, the current version of STC is incapable of learning services that are semantically described by dynamically defined complex concepts (that are derived from existing ontology concepts). For an example, the output of a vehicle rental service that provides either sedan or SUV can be dynamically described using the derived concept where both sedan and SUV are existing ontology concepts. In such a case this complex concept will not have a corresponding b-code and hence, g-relation based comparison will not be possible. We are currently working on dynamic generation of b-codes for dynamically built complex concepts.
VII. CONCLUSION
The paper proposes STC (Semantic Taxonomical Clustering) -an ontology encoding based clustering algorithm for automated service category learning. STC has some very significant advantages over other conventional service category algorithms since: (i) it supports multiple cluster membership, (ii) it eliminates centroid selection problem that is innate in partitional clustering algorithms, (iii) it supports online clustering, (iv) it eliminates problems of distance-based learning algorithms (hence, the problem of integrated similarity measure) by following stratified clustering approach based on non-metric g-relation based matchmaking, (v) it is computationally efficient with an empirically studied amortized comparison of approximately 3% of the services existing within the cluster space in an online learning framework, (vi) it has significantly highly F-measure of 0.77 (compared to the results of other approaches) as evaluated over OWL-S TC v2 data set, and (vii) its soundness and completeness (in terms of accuracy) have been proved.
